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Exact couples are interconnected families of Iong exact sequences extending the short exact 
sequences usually derived from spectral sequences. This is exploited to give a long exact sequence 
connecting Amitsur cohomology groups H”(S/R, U) (where U means the multiplicative group) 
and H”(S/R,Pic) and a third sequence of groups H”(J), for every faithfully flat commutative 
R-algebra S. This same sequence is derived in another way without assuming faithful flatness and 
H”(J) is identified explicitly as a certain subquotient of a group of isomorphism classes of pairs 
(P,ar ) with P a rank one, projective S”-module and (Y an isomorphism frum the coboundary of P 
(in Pit S”+‘) to S”+‘. (Here S” denotes repeated tensor product of S over R.) This last 
formulation allows us to construct a homomorphism of the reIative Brauer group B(S/R) to 
H*(J) which is a monomorphism when S is faithfully flat over R, and an isomorphism when some 
S-module is faithfully projective over R. The first approach also identifies H*(J) with 
Ker[H*(R, U)+H*(S, U)], where H*(R, U) denotes the ordinary, Grothendieck cohomology 
(in the &ale topology, for example). 
1. htroduction 
It has long been known that the Brauer group of central simple algebras over a 
field is isomorphic to a second cohomology group. We are concerned with the 
subgroup B(S/R) given by the R-algebras that are split by a given commutative 
extension S of R (see Section 5 for details). When R and S are fields, the best 
result is Amitsur’s [I], that B(S/R) is isomorphic to the Amitsur cohomology 
group H*(S /R, U) described in Section 2. This turned out in [18) to be equally 
valid for a commutative ring extension, S over R, if B(S /R) is the 
Auslander-Goldman-Brauer group of Azumaya R-algebras split by S, and if S 
* This research was supported in part by NSF grant GP 28915. The results were first presented at the 
Conference on Rings and Modules in Oberwolfach, 1969. 
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satisfies everd hypotheses including Pit S = Pit (S ~9 S) = 0. In [5], Chase and 
Rosenberg eliminated these latter hypotheses by embedding a map 
PJ*(S/R, U)-+ B(S/R) in a seven-term exact sequence, boxed between 
H”(S/R, Pit) and H’(S/R, Pit) (which vanish when the Pit’s mentioned above are 
zero). The hypotheses on S are still rather strong: finitely generated, faithful, 
projective over R. 
The ful! story seems to be described by a new’abeiian group H’(J), determined 
by R and S, which we describe rather explicitly as a group of analogs of descent 
data (see especiaBy 4.16). Section 5 is devoted to a homomorphism 
B(S/R)-, HZl[J) &fined for all commutative ring extensions, which is a 
monomorphism whe.1 S is faithfully flat over R and which is an isomorphism when 
S is faithfully flat Qrrd isotrivial. (“Isotrivial” means ome S-module is finitely 
generated, faithful i,,nd projective as an R-module. In particular, B(S/R)-y H*(J) 
if S is finitely generated, faithful and projective over R, or, by the Nullstelltnsatz, 
when R is a field ;rnd S is finitely generated as an R-aJgebra.) 
We have an exact sequence like that of Chase-Rosenberg but with H*(J) in piace 
of B(S/R); the sequence isdefined and exact for all commutative ring extensions; 
and it is an infinite exact sequence, with explicit analogs H”(J) of H*(J) occurring 
at every third term (4Ll4). The long exact sequence reduces to that of ChiIds [7] in 
case S is Gafois over R, but our description of H”(J) lends hope that H”(J) will 
also describe useful invarianbs of R and S when n.* 3. 
We have two different derivations of this exact sequence, ach of which seems to 
invofve intereszing techniques. The first, in Section 4, starts with a consideration of
the category of invertible S-modules which is a (monoidal) category with a product, 
the tensor product. To avoid some intricate coherence problems, we switch to an 
equivalent category, the category ME(S) of Morita equivalences: S-functors from 
Mod S to Mod S which are category equivalences (every such is naturally 
equivatent to . t&P farr some invertible module, P). The product here is just 
composition of functors which is associative (not just associative up to an 
isomorphism) and behaves excellently under ring extensions, etc. However, we 
need all of Section 3 to establish the elementary properties of this category, which 
one might ake fk3r granted if we were working with modules instead. (In a sense we 
have taken a leaf from nonassociative algebra theory, where the regular epresenta- 
tion provides an associative multiplication more or less equivalent to the original, 
nonassociative one. However, another conceptual dvantage accrues in Section 5, 
since rhe Azumaya algebras that make up B(S/R) are exactly the R-algebras A 
such that Mod (A @S) is category-equivalent to Mod S and only a slight 
generalization of ME(S) is required to include these category equivalences.) 
Xn any case the “face operators” Ei : S” + S”+* at the root of Amitsur cohomol- 
E(S”“) which combine easily into a 
which preserves products in dthe sense 
ot~rm exact sequences of t into an interesting diagram 
er like a short exact sequence of Amitsur complexes. 
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The diagram behaves in the same way, at least to the extent of implying a long exact 
sequence of homology groups - the required long exact sequence. 
The second approach is in Section 6. It involves a morphism of sites (or 
Grothendieck topologies) which would normally give rise to z, Leray spectril 
sequence, with the Chase-Rosenberg sequence appearing as the exact sequence of 
terms of low degree. We choose to bypass the spectral sequence and t-btain instead 
a countabIe number of long exact sequences. -We are indebted to H.F. Kreimer for 
showing us how these long exact sequences merely comprise an exact couple.‘in 
fact, 6.2 contains a pleasant, general strategy. When spectral sequences are used in 
algebra to derive exact sequences, the pattern usually starts with a composite of 
functors. which determines a double complex, which gives a spectral sequence, 
which determines an exact sequence of terms of low degree. In 6.1, we make 
explicit the analogous exact couple (completely bypassing filtered complexes and 
spectral sequences)which is a sequence of ions exact se’quences, the first of which is 
an exact sequence whose initial segment is the usual exact sequence of terms of low 
degree. 
In our special case, this first exact sequence in the exact couple coincides with 
4.14. However, in addition, the second exact sequence of the exact couple begins 
04H"(.J)4 H’(R, U)4 IY”(S, U), 
where H*(R, U) now denotes the “ordinary” cohomology - the derived functor of 
the cross-section functor on sheaves. Combined with the monomorphism 
B(S/R)+ H*(J), we get a monomorphism (if S is faithfully flat) 
B(S/R)-,Ker[H*(R, U)-3 H*(S, WI, 
which is an isomorphism when S is isotrivial over R. 
This paper is written in terms of algebras. The reader who prefers affine schemes 
need only reverse all the appropriate arrows. 
In four places in the text, tedious proofs are barely sketched with a promise of 
details on request.* 
Finally, the reader is alerted to our convention that function and firnctor signs are 
on the right of the urgument, so that the composites Q! op mean first cy, then 6. 
Without this convention some of the proofs involving composites of many functions 
would be almost unintelligible. Exceptions to this convention are functors of rings 
like U(S), Pit S, ME(S) which never figure in composites+ 
2. Simplicial algebras 
Let z : X4 Y be a homomorphism of commutative algebras with unit (over any 
ring with unit). 
* Detailed proofs are available, on request, fF”)rn D. Zeiinsky, Department of Mathematics, 
Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. 60201, U.S.dL 
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At the heart of all our development is the following (co-)simplicial 
terms are 
Y, Y@xY = Y’x, Y@xYqp,Y= Y”x ,..., y;,.. 
Its faces are, for each n, the n + 1 algebra homomorphisms 
&i : YZ-, Y;;” ‘(i = 0,. . . , n) 
algebra.. Its 
. . 
determined by ci (y& w~~~y~)=y,~~~~~yiqpl~yi+,~~~~~y,.Itsdegeneracies 
are the homomorphi;sms 
lli : y!+ ?l?r;f;’ (j = 1,. . . , n - 1) 
determined by vi (yl@* l *BY,)= yl@* l •@y~-l@y~Y~+l@Yj+2@* l l QDYna These 
satisfy the usual idrdn,,tities (cf. [14, chapter 8, section 51). We use most frequently 
those among faces 
(2.3) Ei 6 Er = EiO&j+l . for j > i. 
Note that when n = 0, we have just one face e. : i-* Y which is the basic map E 
given at the outset. We shall have to think of this simplicial algebra as a category 
which we shall denote Cat 9( Y/X) (the 9’ signifies “site”; see Section 6). Its 
objects are the Yk; its morphisms are all composites of faces and degeneracies. If A 
is any functor from this category to abelian groups we get a simplicial abelian group 
with terms A (Y;Y) for n > 0, faces A (q), and degeneracies A (q). ,’ 
As usual, this is then made into a complex by defining a boundary tiperator 
S,, : A (Y+ A (YF) by 6 = Ci (- 1)‘A (Ei) giving homology groups 
and 
H”( Y/X, A) = ISer &+JIm &, n = 1,2,... 
*(Y/X, A) = Ker 8,. 
The map X -+ Y gives a homomorphism A (X)* A (Y) whose image is actually in 
Ker &. Thus we have a map . 
(2 2) l A(X)+H’(Y/X,A). 
We are especially interested in two such functors A, namely the functors U and 
Pit mentioned in Section 1. The groups H”(Y/X, U) were investigated in [1] and 
[Isj. All these cohomology groups are a kind of tech cohomology. They satisfy 
some basic properties of cohomology of coverings which we include here, for use in 
Section 6. 
Every X-algebra homorphism Y + 2 induces a morphism of simplicial algebras 
I-, Cat 9(2/X). Two such homomorphisms LY, p : Y + Z induce 
bomotopic morphisms II*‘, p rc : Cat 9( Y /X) --) Cat 9’(Z /X) in the simplicial sense. 
-algebra homomorphisms Z induce the same map 
--) H” (Z/X, A ), provided that is defined on Cat ccl’(Y/ 
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Cat 9(2/X) and on the homomorphisms {i that send yl QP* 9 * QP y,, to 
YtQ @ l l l Qb Yi-Ia ~(yiy~+~)~ @ yi+zp @ l l l @ y,,P and which are used to make the 
homotopy Zr=, ( - 1)‘A (&+i ) : A (I%)-* Z(ZZ-I). 
The case we are interested in is the following: 
Lemma 2.3. Let S Iye an R -algebra, let X, Y, 2, be objects in Cat 9(S/R ) (i.e. 
powers of S), let X 3 Y and X + Z be composites of face maps and let Y --, Z and 
Z -+ Y be X-algebra homomorphisms which are in Cat 9$9/R). Suppose anally that 
A is a functor from Cat 9(S/R) to abelian groups. Then H”(Y/X, A)= 
H”(Z/X, A), and for n = 0 this isomorphism carries the map (2.2) into the 
corresponding map A (X)-+ H’(Z/X, A ). 
Proof. If X = S’” and Y = Smik then Y% is isomorphic to Smenk and these 
isomorphisms embed the whole category Cat .9’( Y/X) into Cat SP(S/R). Hence A 
is defined on Cat 9(Y/X) and Cat Y”(Z/X). Furthermore the composite 
cy : Y -+ Z-, Y is in Cat 9(S/R). Now, if two X-algebra homomorphisms 
cy, p : Y + Y are in Cat 9’(S/R), so is the tensor product cy &,+ : Y”,+ Y”,. Thus 
ai QW-’ is in Ca\Y(S/R) and SO is 51 = (a? c&r p n-i)* qi.Therefore A is defined on 
all the ‘* requibite objects and maps to give homomorphisms 
Y, : H”(Y/X, A)+ H”(Z/X, A) and # : H”(Z/X, A)+ H”(Y/X, A). The com- 
posite cp 0 $J is induced by the ho~nomorphism Y -+ Z+ Y ; the homotopy 
argument above guarantees th,at this is the same as the map 
lT(Y/X,A)-,H”(Y/X,A) induced by the identity Y+ Y. So qo+ f= 1 and 
similarly (tr 0 q = 1. The fact that (2.2) composed with cp is (2.2) for the algebra 2 
over X is just a consequence of the fact that Y + 2 is an X-algebra map, that is, 
carries X+ Y to X+ 2. 
Corollary 2.4. If X = S”, m > 0, if X --, Y is a composite of faces in Cat V(S/R ) 
and if A is a functor from Cat .Y(SfR ) to abelian groups, then 
H”(Y/X,A)=O for n >O and 
A(X)--, Ha( Y/X: A) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. There is a composite of degeneracies Y -+ X such that X + Y -+ X is the 
identity. Then 2.3 applies with 2 =X;butH”(X/X,A)isOfornbO,andisA(X) 
for n = 0. 
Corollary 2.5. Under the hypotheses of 2.4 but with m = 0, so X = R, there is an 
isomorphism 
H”(SfR, A)+ H”(Y/R, A) 
isomorphism commutes with maps (2.2) 
,A). 
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Praef. Apply 2.3 with Z = S, 2 --) Y any composite of faces, say, and 
lone composite of degeneracies xi 8. l l @x, --) Ihi. 
3. The category d Morlta equivalences 
Y+A the 
D&&ion 3.1. If A and B are S-algebras, a M&u equiualence from A to B is an 
adjoint equivalence (over S, see below) [lS, p. 911 from the category Mod A of 
right A-modules to the category Mod B of right B-modules. 
A Morita equivadence F, then, consists of S-functors (category equivalences) 
F’ : Mod A + Mod,+? and F” : Mod B + Mod A together with natural equival- 
ences #3’: F’oF”-+ id and @” : F”oF’-, id satisfying two axioms, p’l = ‘I@” on 
F’oF”oF” and If,‘= /3”1 on F”oF’oF”. 
The notation /3’1 is more convenient than the more explicit P’F”, especially later 
when we shall heave xpressions like l’p’l on G’o G’oF’oF’. This product of 
natural equivalences is extended in 3.8 and is the construction used most frequently 
in the rest of the paper. 
The condition th.at he functor F’ be an S-functor or a functor over S means that 
for every element x in S and every right A-module A& the endomorphism of M 
consisting of multiplication by x is carried by F’ into multiplication by the same x in 
MF’. (Bass [4, p. 57] says F’ : Horn* (M, M’)+ Horns (MF’, M’F’) should be 
S-linear, which is the same condition.) 
We shall consistently use the notation F to designate a Morita equivalence 
(F’,F”, #3’, j3”) and G to designate (G’, G”, y’, 7”). 
De&&Ion 3.2. An isomorphism 6 of Morita equivalences F and G is a pair of 
natural equivalences 5’: F’+ G’ and 5” : F’-, G’ carrying p’ to y’ and p” to y’ in 
the sense that the following diagrams commute: 
F’oF”6’1, G’oF” 
1 15” 
F’f o F’ ‘“’ , G” o F’ 
B” I I 1 16’ 
id <-- G’oG” 
Y’ 
id f----- G”oG’ . 
Y” 
No:e that every isomorphism 5 = ([‘, e”) : F- G has a bona fide inverse 
5-l : G -3 F with composites the identity in both orders, because 6’ (resp. 5”) is 
defined by a module &morphism E,& for each A-module M (resp. 5; for each 
-module N); and then &&-* defines a natur;i L+tivalence t’-l: G’-, F’; and 
5”-’ : C”-+ F” is defired similarly. The pair (&‘-‘, 5”-‘) is the inverse of (p’, 4”). 
e shall use 1 or IF for the identity isomorphism F-a F. 
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Definition 3.3. If A and B are S-algebras, MEs (A, B) will denote the category 
whose objects are the Morita equivalences from A to B and whose morphisms are 
the isomorphisms. We are mainly interested in ME,(S, S) which we shall also 
denote by ME(S). 
Remark. Our MEs(A, B) is a subcategory of the category of adjunctions from 
Mod A to Mod B [15, p. 991. The differences are that our morphisms are all 
invertible, and our functors are S-functors and equivalences. 
Although four-component Morita equivalences are most convenient in our 
exposition, the reader can concentrate on the first component; from its very 
definition, every category equivalence F” can be augmented to a full Morita 
equivalence, and [15, Th. IV. 7.2, p. 981 proves that an isomorphism 6 : F --) G is 
determined by its first component 6’: F’+ G’. 
Moreover, the Morita theorem asserts that this first component F’ is always 
isomorphic to. @ P for fixed P (in fact P = AF’), so a Morita equivalence is really 
nothing more than an invertible (A @sBO)-module P (or rather, the functor on 
Mod A obtained by tensoring with P). More details are in 3.4 and 3.5. We shall 
follow this parallel by translating all constructions on Morita equivalences to 
parallel constructions on invertible modules. 
Standard Example 3.4. Let A be an S-algebra, P a faithful, finitely generated, 
projective left A-module, Q = HomA (P, A), and B = EndA P, so that P and Q are 
left and right (A @sBo)-modules respectively. Define [ 9 ] : P x 0 -P A. and 
[ , ] : Q X P+ B as usual, i.e., [p, 41 is the image of p under the homomorphism 4, 
and [q, p] is the endomorphism sending each x in P to [x, q]p. Then for all p and p’ 
in P and all 4 and 4’ in Q, 
(3.4a) 
P[% PI = [Py 41P’ 
f49 plq’= dPdl- 
The first is the definition of [q,p’] and the second is easily verified by checking the 
action of both sides on P and using the linearity of both brackets. This ‘inearity is 
best described by saying that one induces an (A QUA’)-module isomorphism 
P QB Q --) A and the other inducels a (B &B’)-isomorphism Q QP~ P + B. 
Then define a Morita equivalence by taking F’ to be the functor . @A P, F” to be 
. @e Q and p’ and p” as follows for each right A-module 1M and each right 
B-module N: 
P~MF’F”=(M@AP)coBQ+M by (m@p)Bq-+m[p,q], 
I%: NF’F’= (N@BQ)@~ P-, N by (n Bq)Bp + n[q,p], 
A slight generalization of this example is obtained by taking an)r S-algebras 
and B, restricted only by the existence of the following items: le 
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(A @‘)-modules P and 0; maps P >?! 0 + A and Q x P + B, inducing bimodule 
isomorphisms P @IB r3 --) A and 6) aA P + B and satisfying equatioris (3.4a). This 
differs from the first example in requiring only isomorphisms B + EndA P and 
Q + HomA (P, A) instead of equalities. The resulting Morita equivalence, with 
F’s .@,,P and F”= . & Q, is denoted F(P, Q). 
The following Morita: Theorem asserts that every Morita equivalence is 
isomorphic to one of these F(P, Q). 
Tbmrem 9.5. -For every Morita equivalence G = (G’, G”, y$ y”) there is a standard 
isamotphism G -+ F(.P, Q) with P = AG’ and Q = BG”. Furthermore, every 
isomotphism G, 4 Gi of Morita equivalences induces an isomorphism of (A &B”)- 
modules Pi c+ Pa and Qr + Qz where Ps = AG : and Q1 = BGT. The association 
G 4 AG’ gives a cat~~gopy equivalence from MEs (A, B) to the category of invertible 
lefr (A s B”)-modu.‘>s (as defined in [4, II. 2.41) with module-isomorphisms as the 
morphisms. 
The proof in [4, kctions II, 3, II.41 fits our formulation better than the original 
[17]. Our “Morita equivalence” corresponds to Bass’s “set of equivalence data”. 
Notice that an &morphism of Morita equivalences corresponds to isomorphisms 
PI+ P2 and Qt --) Q2, not Q2+ Qt as one might expect when Qi is the dual of Pi. 
I”his is just a matter of convenience. 
Corollary 3.6. The isomorphism classes (of Morita equivalences) in. MEs (A, El) are 
in l-1 correspondence with the isomotphism classes of invertible (A @s B”)-modules. 
If A = B = S, the isomorphism classes in MEs (S, S) ane in l-l correspondence with 
the elements of Pit S, the usual group of rank one projective S-modules. (This 
correspondence will be a group isortcorphism, using the product 3.7 in MEs (S, S).) 
We need to define some constructions in ME, imitating tensor products, scalar 
extensions, and duals of modules. Our one reason for working with Morita 
equivalences instead of modules is that for Morita equivalences these constructions 
usually commute, whereas for modules, they commute only up to natural 
isomorphisms (e.g., a scalar extension of a tenosr product is only isomorphic to, nol 
equal to, the tensor product of the scalar extensions). Since the objects of major 
interest to us are themselves isomorphisms, we want to avoid introducing these 
natural ibomorphisms as well, which would require some rather cumbersome 
coherence theorems extending those of MacLane [13] and Kelly-MacLane [ 111. 
Products of Morita equivalences and products of isomorphisms are defined in 3.7 
and 3.8, They appear in [ 15, Th. IV. 8.1 and IV. 7(8)] so the requisite proofs are 
omitted, 
, C) then FG in 
ned to be (F’G’, C”F’“‘, {‘, 5”) where F’G’ denotes the composite of functors F’ 
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and G’, 
0’ and 5’: FtGtGttFtt “y”’ ) F’F” ) identity and similarily, 5” = 
(I . /3”. 1)o y Y This product respects isomorphisms. The notation 1.7’. 1 is of 
course the one introduced in 3.1. We use a similar notation for isomorphisms of 
Morita equivalences. If 5 : F + G is an isomorphism in ME&A, B) and H is 
Morita equivalence from B to C over S, then 5.1: FH-, GH is an isomorphism in 
MEs(A, C) defined by the pair (6’. 1, 1.5”). This notation is used to define general 
products of isomorphisms of Morita equivalences in the next proposition. 
Proposition and Definition 3.8. Given isomorphisms 5 : F --) G in MEs (A, B) and 
q : H -+ L in MEs (B, C), we get a commutative diagram 
FHC’I-GH 
FL t-1 GL i 
The composite isomorphism FH --) GL is called 67. That is 
h = (6 l)“(l l rl)= (1 l s)o(5* l)m 
Note. This product of isomorphisms, s;rl, which sends MEs (A, B) x MEs (B, C) to 
MEs(A, C) is to be distinguished from the composite in the category MEs(A, B). 
We denote the latter consistently by a small 0, as in the last line of the Proposition. 
(Unfortunately this notation is the reverse of MacLane’s [15, sec. 11.51.) The 
definition does assert that the product is a composite. The proposition asserts that 
the product is commutative if the factor isomorphisms act on different (disjoint) 
factors in the functor product. 
The analog of 3.7 for invertible modules is the tensor product. If F is described 
by the module P = AF’ and G by P’ = AG’, then PG is described by AF’G’s 
PG’ = P&P’ since G’ is naturally equivalent’ to . & Pt. But the product FG is 
associative, whereas the tensor product of modules is associative only up to an 
isomorphism. The identity and inverse for the product 3.7 are defined thus: 
Definition 3.9. I (or IA) is (id*, idA, c, I *) with c = L* = the identity equivalence 
idA --) idA. Then I E MEs (A, A). If F = (F’, F”, /3’, p”) E MEs (A, B), we define 
F” = (F”, F’, ,W, p’), an object in MEs(B, A). If 6 : F-, G is an isomorphism of 
Morita equivalences, 5 =c (t’, [“), we define 6” : F* --, G* by &* = (&“, 6’). 
Finally, we define an isomorphism of Morita equivalences CF : FF* -+ l It is a 
pair of functor equivalences FtFN+ idA and FNFt* ids, namely iQ’ and p”. 
The analogs of 3.9 for invertible modules (say in the case A = 
corresponds to the S-module S; if F corresponds YO P then F* corresponds to the 
dual or inverse, P*; and aF corresponds to “the usual contraction PBS P* s S. 
: 
t 
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There are two variants of 3.12, one of which we use consistently in Sections 4ff., 
and one which occurs once, but in a vital way, in the homomorphism proof, part (4) 
of 5.4. Specifically, instead of a functor from MEs (A @ S, B @ S) to MET(A QO T, 
B QP T) we shall often have occasion to use the functor from MEs (S, B @S) to 
MET( T, B @ T) (essentially A = R, and A @S is identified with S, with impunity). 
And, in 5.2 we shall replace T : S + T by the usual homomorphism S --) B @S and 
get a functor from MEs (S, A QP S) to ME B69s(B QP S, A @ B QD S) - essentially the 
preceding variation but with T = B @S, a noncommutative algebra; since S maps 
into its center, no difficulty results. In both cases the definition in 3.12 works 
perfectly well and the properties 3.13 still hold. 
Proposition 3.13. If 7 : S *Tanda:T*VandifFEME,(A@S, B@S)and 
G E MEs (B @ S, C QP S), then we have the following equalities (not just isomot- 
phisms): 
F(W) = (Fr)a 
I7 = I 
(FG)r = (Fr)(G?) 
The analog of 3.12 for modules is extension of scalars. For example, when 
A = B = S = R, if F E MER (R, R) corresponds to the invertible R-module 
P( = RF’), then Fr corresponds to the invertible T-module T@ P because T(F’r) 
66 = ” TF’ = T QD P. For general A, B, S, if F corresponds to P then Fr corresponds 
to T as P. The analogs of 3.13 are canonical isomorphisms among scalar extensions, 
tensor products and duals. 
Our final construction for Morita equivalence generalizes both the commutative 
law for products and the cancellations aF : FF* + I. One does not expect com- 
mutativity of products in MEs (A, A) even if 4 is a commutative ring, because in 
the equivalent category of invertible (A @ A’)-modules, @A is not commutative, 
even up to isomorphism. Thus, for this construction, we restrict ourselves to 
ME(S) = MEs (S, S). . 
A formula is a formula product of n 8’s and FT’s (i = 1, . . . , m ) where F,, . . . , F, 
are objects in ME(S) = ME, (S, S). More precisely, a formula is a finite set 
%?=(Fl,..., F,} of objects in ME(S) and a function 9 from {1,2,. . . , n} to 
(1, -1,2, -2 ,..., m, - m}. Associated to this formula (X9 +Q is a product Morita 
eCph&nCe %Q = Flu& l l l F,, where F-j now denotes FT. We call %Q a formula 
product. If n = 0, we get the empty formula. The corresponding product is then 
taken to be I. A formula can be considered as a formal product, whereas the 
corresponding formula product is the Morita equivalence obtained by carrying out 
the indicated multiplications. 
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Given two formulas (Z, Q) and (X9 cp’) with the same set 8 of Morita 
equivalences, and assuming that the second can be obtained from the first by 
cancetling opposite pairs F, F+ and then permuting the remaining factors, we shall 
define a R&.X~~OM isomotphism from the formula produc f XQ to 2%'~'. This 
isomorphism will be the analog, for Morita equivalences, of the isomorphism from 
a tensor product of invertible S-modules obtained by mappIng P@ P* to S (to 
which it is isomorphic) and by permuting the factors (also an isomorphism). 
To define this reduction isomorphism, consider X = (I+, . . . , F,,) and two maps, 
Q :(I ,..., n)-+{kl, k2 ,..., -+m) and cp’:{l,..., ?a’}-,{~1 ,..., +m}. We as- 
sume that there is a partition of (1,. . . , n} into three disjoint parts IY, A, E and 
bijections 
(i) $ :{l,...,n’}+F 
such that in'= i$~ for itI1 i (this identifies each factor in the second formula with 
one of the factors in thl.2 first formula; if r = (1,. . . , n}, then @ is just a permutation) 
and 
(ii) T : A + E 
such that i74p = - (itpI. (7%:~ pairs the remaining factors in the first formula into 
inverse pairs, F, F* to be cancelled.) 
Now for each i = I,-, m, take the standard isomorphism, 3.5, 4 + F(P,, QI) 
and let % = (F(P,, Q1), .l. . , F(P,, Q,,,)}. Then the formulas (%, Q) and (%, Q') give 
formulas (%‘,, Q) and (drip,, Q'); and the product of the standard isomorphisms (see 
3.8) gives isomorphisms %$ + %*Q and %'Q 'I %'I~ '. Thus, to define a reduction 
isomorphism XQ + XQ' it suffices to define one from Xlcp to ~l~'. 
If we write X'lu, = (G’, G”, y’, y”) then, for every S-module M, 
(we understand P-j = Q for all j; all tensor products are over S); and 
We have similar expressions for the two functors H’ and H” in %‘,cp’, simply 
replacing 9 by Q' and n by n’. 
Then a module-isomorphism AI@‘-+ AH is defined thus: 
iEA 
for every m in M, every pi in Pb. The last product in (*) is just an element of S. 
Similarly define MG”+ MW’ by 
d that &lbese two module-isomorphisms satisfy 3.2, giving an 
rita equivalences 
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Example. If %’ = {F,, Fz, F3}, a sampIe formula product FzF, F&F: F 3 F3 F, comes 
from the formula (%‘, 9) with cp sending 1,2,. . . ,8 to 2,1,2,3, - 1, - 2, - 3,1, 
respectively: If we take (%‘, q’) to give the formula product F1F2 (so cp’ sends 1,2 to 
1, 2), there is a reduction isomorphism from the first product to the second, 
cancelling the first Fl with F?, the second F2 with Ff, the I;‘, with Fj, and then 
interchanging the remaining Fz and F,. In other words, F = {1,8} and $ sends 1 to 
8,2 to 1; A = (2,3,4}, E = {5,6,7} and r sends 2 to 5,3 to 6,4 to 7. It is clear that 
other choices of r, etc.,,will also do, but in fact they give the same isomorphism: 
3.14. Given formulas 
%$ --$ %?Q' are equal. 
(%, Q) and (%, Q'), any two reduction isomorphisms 
Proof. We are to show that the isomorphism 2'~ --) %'Q' defined by (*) and (**) is 
independent of r, A, E, $ and 7. 
First, assume each of the rank one projective S-modules Pi is free, with basis 
element Uj. Since Qj is isomorphic to the dual ol^ Pi, we may take a basis U-j of Qi 
with the property [Uj, w-i] = 1. Equation (3.4a) with p = p’ = uj and (I = uIi then 
says [U-i, uj] = 1, too. This means that 
[Ui, U-j]= 1 for j = 41,. . ., *??Z 
because if j Xl, [U-j, ui] in F(Qj, fl) is just [u.+ uj] in F(P,, QJ. 
Then every pi in Piy, is SiUi* for some si in S. The definition of Ic, implies pi+ = 
Sj&& = SiJIU&~. The right side of equation (*), by S-linearity, becomes 
m @ U~,O@ l l l go u,*s, where 
s = (Ksi)(ni,,si)(II iEAt&) = (L-G) (LA Si) (IL&) = nbi 
and this expression remains fixed if we change r, A, E, +? 7 but retain the original Q 
and Q’* This proves that (*) depends only on Q and Q’” A similar argument works 
for (**). 
In the general case of not. necessarily free; invertible S-modules Pi, localize to 
make them free. More carefully, to show the equality of two maps IMG’-, M%i’ of 
the form (*) with difierent #, A, T, it suffices to show the corresponding two maps 
(MG’)t + (AH’)’ are equal, where the dagger denotes localization at a maximal 
ideal of S (this is to be done for every maximal ideal). For this, it suffices to show 
the equality of the rightmost vertical maps in two commutative diagrams of 
modules over the local ring St: 
ant ose two maps are just the maps (*) for the two di , T, but defined 
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for the St-modules Pi. Since these PI are free, the earlier computation shows the 
required equality. A similar argument works for IKT’--+ Mlh?l”. 
Naturality Theorem 3.15. A reduction isomorphism is functorial in %‘. Let %’ = 
{F t ,.r. ,F,} and SV’={G ,,..., G,J be two sets of Morita equivalences and 
9 : E + Gi be isomorphisms in ME(S). A suitable product of the e’s, as in 3.8, will 
then give an isomorphism %‘q --, %“Q for any Q (in fact, the product is n@). Suppose 
we are given a reduction isomorphism XQ + %Q ‘. Then there is also a reduction 
isomorphism %‘p + %‘Q ‘. The resulting diagram commutes: 
Proposition 3.16. A composite of reduction isomorphisms is a reduction isomor- 
phism : If i%Q, --, %Q~ and %Q~-, %Q~ are reduction isomorphisms, then so is the 
composite ~WQ~ --, %QS 
This is probably most easily seen by decomposing %Q~-, %‘Q~ into a composite of 
elementary reduction isomorphisms, each involving only one cancellation or one 
interchange of factors, and verifying 3.16 directly when the second isomorphism is 
one of these elemenlary ones. 
Proposition 3.17. A product of reduction isomorphisms is a reduction isomorphism :
If %,Q, and %$Q~ are formula products, then so is their product; it comes from a 
formula (%‘I U %?z, ~~2) with ~12 a suitable “shuffle”. If pi : RIcpi + %:Q: is a 
reduction isomorphism for i = 2,3, then so is the product isomorphism (see 3.8) 
ptp2: (%cpl)(~zQz)-) (XQWGQ~). 
Since p1p2 is defined to be a composite of pl . 1 and 1 . p2, it suffices to prove 3.17 
when pt = 1 (and similarly when p1 = l), then use 3.16. When p2 = 1, it is a 
straightforward check of definitions. 
Coherence Thcorem 3.18. Any diagram whose arrows are reduction isomorphisms 
commutes. More specifically, each diagram is assumed to have an associated 
collection R’ = (FI, . . . , F, } of Morita equivalences in ME(S); eoery vertex in the 
diagram is a formula product 2’~ (a product of E:‘s and Ft’s defined before 3.14); 
and every arrow in the diagram is a reduction isomorphism (composite of permuta- 
tions and cancellatio,ns as before 3.14). For our purposes, it is enough to consider 
diagrams with exactly two arrows at each vertex, one going out, one coming in, 
except that there is exactly one vertex with both arrows going out, and one with 
both! arrows coming in. 
. Use 3.14 and 31.16. 
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4. Amitsur cohomology with coefficients in ME 
In 3.3 we defined, for every commutative ring S, a category ME(S). We defined a 
product and an identity object, Zs, making ME(S) into a strict monoidal category 
[V, Sec. IIS]. Moreover, every object F has an inverse F* with isomorphisms 
aiF : FF* + 1 and aF+ : F*F+ I. Furthermore, by 3.12 and the remark after it, every 
ring homomorphism r : S --, T induces a functor r : ME(S)+ ME(T) that pre- 
serves the product, identity and inverse, as well as the isomorphisms cy and LY * (see 
3.13). (We might call this structure a “fibered groupoidal category”.) Under these 
circumstances, we can define an Amitsur “complex” of categories: 
Definition 4.1. The ring homomorphisms g, : S” -+ S”“(i = 0,. . . , n + 1) in Section 
2 induce functors &i : ME(S”)+ME(S”+l) and we define a functor 
S : ME(S”)+ME(S”+I) thus: If F is an object in ME(S”), then 
( h w ere -c- 1 denotes * or nothing according as n is even or odd). If 6 : F 3 G is an 
isomorphism, then @ = (&)(&)* l l l (&n+i)*‘, product as in 3.8. 
Proposition 4.2. 
(a) 6 is a functor from ME(S”) to ME(S”“). 
(b) Z&6 = ZSn+l. (Henceforth all Zsn will be denoted by I.) 
(c) There are reduction isomorphisms ?T(F, G): (F&)6 + (FS) (GS) and 
v(F) : FV --, (FQ* which are functorial in F and G and which preserve products of 
isomorphisms (see 3.8). Furthermore, v(Z, G) = 1, v(F, I) = 1 and v(Z) = 1. 
Proof. 
(a) If e is an isomorphism in ME(S”), then 68 = Il &f’, a product as in 3.8, 
where t&F’ denotes t&i if i is even and 6~ 7 if i is odd. Since this E f’ is a functor, 
(rV)&:’ = (&F’)o (qis”‘)* And lI(& 0 qi) = (ll &)o(Pr qJ) by direct verification. 
Hence (5 0 q)S = (@)o (~$5). Similarly, 1 S = 1, proving (a). 
(b) By 3.10 and 3.13, I&i = I, and Z* = I; and a product of Z’s is I. Hence I6 = I. 
(c) Note that (FG)6 is a formula product, because (FG)S = (FG)Q(FG)E f= l l = 
(F&o)(G&o)(G&,)*(F&~)* l l 9 = 2@ if %? = (FQ, GQ, Fel, Gel,. . . , FE,,+~, GEM+,}. and 
tp sends i to 2 i with suitably chosen 2 sign. Similarly, (FS) (GS) is a formula 
product %‘q’ with the same %‘, and Q’ a “shuffle”, again with suitable 2 signs. The ’ 
second formula is derivable from the first by a permutation of the factors, and this 
permutation (@; A = E = 4 in the notation of Section 3) gives a reduction 
isomorphism s(F, G). 
The same kind of argument goes for FV + (FS)* because F*6 = 
F*E~(F*E~) l 9 l = (F&o)*Fei l l l = %QN with the same %? as before, and Q" Sending i
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to Lt(2i-I) for i=l,..., n + 1; and (F6)*. is a formula product that is a 
permutation of %‘q “. 
(a) Fat each I: in ME@“) there is ~lt isomo~~ism hF : F&S --) 1. ft is a reduction 
r isomorphism. 
(b) For every isomorphism 5 : F-, G, hF = (@S) 0 ho (that is, A is a natural 
e~ui~&~e~e from the functov 66 t0 the co~stu~t f~~~~o~ F-, I). 
(C) AFg = A& 
. Proof* Just as F6 is %‘p for some formula (X, p), so is FM = 
(FE~E~FEIE :FE~E,,+ 8*I> ( 8 e . Fez& tFtwIF&tz ~)(FE~E#‘E~E 5Fw2 * l l ) l l l . In fact, 
this time %’ can bkz? _aken to be the set of distinct piei&j’s, namely {FEtEI 10 e j s i s 
n + t} since all ths;: others are equal to these by (2.1). Then the usual permutation 
and cancellation of factors in this formula for F’@ leads to I. The resulting 
redu;;tion isomorphism is hF. Then (b) follows from 3Z.5 with %’ as above, 
R’ = {GE~EI IOs j s i s II + 1) and %‘f# = %“$ = the empty product, 1, because 
6 : F+ G induces & = &i&j : F&i -+ G&i&j and the product of the S$’ is just e&L 
Sisnilarly, (c) follows from the Coherence Theorem 3.18. It concerns the diagram 
in which ail the arrows are reduction isomorphisms with formulas built on the set of 
objects {F&isjEk}. 
The title of this section is inaccurate. We do not try to define Ker S/Im 6. Instead 
we follow the lead of algebraic K-theory which associates tothe product-preserving 
functor 6 a five term exact sequence f4, VII. 5.31 
E(S”))-+ K’(ME(S”+‘))-* Jn -+ ~‘(ME(S~))~ ~‘(ME(S”+~)). 
We identify (or, rather, define anew) the abelian groups K”, K’ and Jn, and the 
maps, and fit them into an interesting large diagram, 4.11. 
I, event object has an inverse, Bass’s de~nitions can be simpli~ed 
“)) = the group of isomorphisms I --) I in Gus. 
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Proposition S. K,(ME(S “)) = Pit S n, the group of isomorphism classes of invertible 
S”-modules, 
K,(ME(S”)) = US”, the group of units of S n. 
Proof. The first statement is (3.11). For the second, we need to find all pairs of 
natural (functor-)equivalences 5: identity -+ identity and t*: identity -3 identity 
such that to&*= [* 05 = identity. This requires, for each S”-module M, module 
isomorphisms & and 5 %f from 1M to M whose composites are the identity, and 
which are natural in iM. But & : S” + S” is an S” -module isomorphism, so consists 
of multiplication by a unit x of S”. Then s-*x is a map from K,(ME(S”)) to 
U(Sn). It is clearly multiplicative. 
Consider an inverse map U(S”)-+ &(ME(S”)) which associates to x in U(S”) 
the natural equivalence ‘I, where VM is multiplication by x on M for each 
S “-module M. If x + q then q + ~~“(1) = X. On the other hand, if 6 +x, then the 
assumption that 5 is a natural equivalence between identity functors requires this 
diagram to commute: 
S” - M 
S” - M 
where the horizontal arrows send 1 to a fixed element m in M. Since 1 goes to m& 
one way and to mx the other, [M also consists of multiplication by X, for every M. 
‘That is, x --) 6. This proves 4.5. 
(1.6. Denote the isomorphism class of (F, 0) in Jn by {F, 0). Then Jn is an abelian 
group with operation defined by {F, e}{G,q} = {FG, T(F, G)o(tQ)} where 7~ is 
dzfined in 4.2 and Oq is defined in 3.8. 
Proof. Single-valued product: Suppose (F,, @,) = (Fz, 0,). Of course, this means 
there exists an isomorphism 5 : F1+ F2 such that (@)o& = &. We are to show 
{F,, &}{G, q} = {I$, &}{G, cp}. Take 5.1: FIG 3 F,G ; we must show commutativ- 
ity of 
(E1)S 
(F, 6)s - (F,G)S 
46, G) I I 1~(Fz, G) 
nowv -=+ (F,S)(FS) 
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The top square commutes by the naturality of the reduction isomorphism V, 3.15. 
The bottom square commutes by 3.8 and the hypothesis on &. 
Associativity: ({F, e){G, Q~){H, t+b} is a pair with first component (FG)H, which 
equals F(GH). We write FGH for either of them. The second component is the 
isomorphism -% 
(FGH)G -+ (FG)SHS 3 FiSGSHiS --$ III = 6. 
The first two arrows being reduction isomorphisms, and the last being e&k On the 
other hand, {F, O}({G, Q}{H, I,+}) is the same pair, except hat its second component 
is (FGH)S -+ FS(GH)G + F8GSHS -+ III = I. Since all diagrams of reduction 
isomorphisms commute, (3.18), the two isomorphisms (FGH)G --) F666H6 are 
equal, which is all WI.: need. Inverses: Using u as in 4,2, we prove {F? 8}{F*, v 0 0) = 
(1, 1). Of course, & . FF* --) I which is a reduction isomorphism. We are to show 
commutativity of 
By s.log, ee* = t&F&. Hence all arrows are reduction isomorphisms, and the 
commutativity follows from the Coherence Theorem 3.18. Commutativity of the 
group: To show-{F, e}{G, Q} = {G, Q}{F, e}, take the reduction isomorphism 
o : FG --+ GF (permutation). We must show commutativity of
(FG)S 5 (GF)8 
IFS)(FS) - mv(Fiv 
The top square consists of reduction isomorphisms, hence commutes by 3.18. The 
bottom square commutes by the naturality 3.15 of the reduction isomorphism v’. 
The abelian groups {K*(ME(S”))I n = 1,2,. . .) form a complex, which 4.5 
identifies with the ordinary Amitsur complex with coefficients in U. The homclogy 
of this complex is denoted H”(S/R, U). Similarly {K*(ME(S”)) 1 n = 1,2,. . . } form 
a complex whose homology is denoted H”(S/R, Pit). Specifically, 
U(S”)+ U(?Y+‘) by a -+ aa; if w is an isomorphism I + 1, then a8 : IS + 16, but 
ic(Sn)-+ Pi’c(S”“) by y 4.3, these are 
compleks. 
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These two complexes appear as the first and last columns of a large diagram, 4.11. 
The five-term exact sequence of algebraic K-theory coming from the functor 
6 : ME(F)-* ME(S”“) appears in 4.11 as a crank-shaped sequence 
U(S”)-, U(sn+‘)+ f” + Pic(S”)-, Pic(S”“) with the next five-term exact se- 
quence from ME(S”+‘)+ME(S”+2) nestled just below it. The middle column in 
4.11 forms a complex, too, but a useless one. What we need are the other maps 





f” - Pic(S”) by (F, tI}+ {F}. 
Pic(S”)+ A+, by {F}-*{FS, hF}. 
Jn + U(S”+‘) by {F, O}+ A$o(OlS), an isomorphism 
In+2+ F&3 --, I,+,6 = I,,+z. 
U(S”+*)+ J,, by a + {I, a} which is in .I” when a : Zn+l* In+I 
in ME(S n+l) since In+, = 1,s. 
We get our diagram, in which the vertical and the diagonal maps are the ones 
involving an application of 6: 
1 &/ 
,(,,+I) + Jn 
1 5. 
- Pic(S”) 
U(S”+‘) + Jn+l- Pic(S”+‘) 
s/ 11 
Lemma 4.12. All the maps in 4.11 are group homomorphisms. Moreover, 
(a) The composite along each diagonal is zero: 
Pic(S”-‘)+ Jn --, U(Y2), 
(b) The parallelograms anticommute ; that is, the composites 
and 
Y* + U(S”+‘)+ J*+l 
Jn + PiC(S”) * Jn+l 
are negatives of one another. 
(c) The triangles commute. That is 
and 
U(S”+‘)-+ fn + U(S” ‘2) equals ?J(Sn+‘)+ U(Sn+2) 
” --a fn+I ic Sri+++ equals Pit n-t1 . 
(d) The five term, crank-shaped sequenw are exact: 
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U(S)+ U(Sn+‘)+ Jn 3 Pic(S”)-, Pic(S”“). 
Proof. We omit the proofs that U6 and Pit S are homomorphisms. That 4.7 is a 
homomorphism is clear. For 4.8, to establish the isomorphism 
((FG)& AFO)+=& &)(Ga, An) we use the isomorphism 7~ (F, G): (FG)S --, 
(FS)(G&)and prove commutativity ofthe diagram of second components by noting 
that all of its arrows are reduction isomorphisms, soit commutes by the Coherence 
Theorem 3.18. For 4.9, we must prove commutativity of
The left square cclmmutes by the Coherence Theorem, the right square by 3.15, 
naturality of the reduction isomorphism w(FS, GS). For 4.10, we just need 
~(1~ I) I:* (ab) = ab,. which follows from 4.2~. 
(a) (F)+(F6, A+ Aito(A& = id 
by 4.3~ 
(b) (F,8}-,A~‘.~~,(I,h~109~} 
whose inverse is (l#8)-‘oAP}. The other map sends (F, 6) to {F} to (FS, A,). We 
exhibit an isomorphism of these resulting pairs, that is, an isomorphism F + I 
(namely 0) such that AF = 96 0 [( 08)’ 0 AF]. 
(c) If a E US” then u + (1, a}+ A;‘o(aS) = a8 by 4.3 (A, = I, the only reduc- 
tion isomorphism from I = 168 to I). And, if (F)E Pic(S”) then 
(F) --) 0% AF) -+ {F@. 
(d) If a E U(S”+‘) then Q +(I, a} in Jn. This is the zero element (1.1) if and only 
if there is an isomorphism b : I + I such that a = 1 o(b6) = b& This proves 
exactness at U(Sn+‘). 
If (F, 6) E J,, then (F, 6}+ (F} in Pit S”. This is zero if and only if there is an 
isornorphism 6 : F + I in ME@“). This 6 defines an isomorphism (F9 O}+ (I, a} for 
suitable a (the condition on a is 8 = (@)o a, that is a = (&)-lo 8 so a + (I, a) = 
E N)* 
Finally, if (F} E Pic(S”) then (F} + (Fs) in Pic(S”“). This is (I} if and only if 
there is an isomorphism 8 : ES + I; but this is equivalent to asserting (F} comes 
from (F? 0) in .Tn. 
It follows from 4.12 that the sequence of groups J,, and homomorphisms 
Jn -+ U(Sn+‘)+ Jn+, (or J, + Pic(S”)+ J,+J form a complex. But the homology of 
this complex is not what we need. 
nition 
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Ker[J, * U(Sn”)]/Im[Pic(Sn-‘)+ Jn]. 
With this definition we get a long exact sequence from the diagram 4.11 just as if 
it were a short exact sequence of five complexes with the first and last of the 
complexes zero: 
Theorem 4.14. For every commutative ring extension S of R, there is an exact 
sequence 
o+ W(S/R, U)+ H’(J)-, HO(SIR, Pit)+ l l l 
--, HyS/R, u)+ W(J)+ H”-‘(S/R, Pit)+ H”+‘(SIR, u)+ l l l . 
Proof. The map H”(S/R, U)+H”(J) is Induced by W(Sn+l)*Jn in 4.10; 
H”(J)+ H”-‘(S/R,Pic) is induced by 4.7; and H”-‘(S/R,Pic)+ H”“(S/R, U) is 
like a connecting homomorphism: each element of Ker(Pic S” --, Pit S”+*) comes 
from an element of JE by 4.12(b) which then maps to U(Y2) as in 4.9. 
Single-valuedness and exactness follow by routine diagram-chasing in 4.11, using 
4.12. 
The beginning of 4.14 is obtained by continuing 4.11 north only to the row 
’ U(S2)+ J2+ Pit S, then appending another row U(S)+ U(S)+O, with all higher 
rows zero. The conditions in 4.12 continue to be satisfied north to infinity, so the 
preceding proof gives an exact sequence extending left to infinity as well; but the 
term preceding H’(S/R, U) is zero. 
For many applications, especially in the next section, it is more convenient to 
have simpler versions of J1 and J2 and of H’(J) and H2(J) which do not invalve as 
many ag’s and which look more like standard descent conditions. 
4.15. Define J,’ as the group of isomorphism classes of pairs (F, 6) with FE ME(S) 
and p an isomorphism Fe04 FEN. The product is defined in the obvious-way, 
(F, p)(G, y) = (FG, &). Then J, is isomorphic to J,‘. The isomorphism sends (E 6) 
to (F, /3) with 
Inversely, (F, p) goes to (F, 6) with 
The isomorphism J1+ Ji carries the% map Pie(R)+ J1 into Pie(R)-, J; de 
thus: P-, (PE, id) since Pwo = PEEL. Similarly J, 3 Ji and JI -+ U(S3) i 
Ji - U(S3). The kernel of this map, -which is ‘(J), is the set of i$~rn~~p~i~~ 
classes of (F, p) with the following diagram commuting: 
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id I is&2 
- F&,,&* 2 F&,&l = F&l&p 
The usual theory of descent asserts that there is a homomorphism Pit R +H’(J) 
defined by {F}L (F6,l) in Ji where b; here is just induced by the single face 
operator E : R --) S. This homomorphism is an isomorphism if S is faithfully flat 
over R. 
. We omit the prcof of 4.15; it is analogous to, but simpler than corresponding 
results for H*(J), l*vhich occupy 4.16 and much of Section 5. 
4.16. Define Ji a(: the group of isomorphism classes of 
. ME(S2) and p an isomorphism F&,,FE~-, F&,. The product 
where 
pairs (F, p) with FE 
(F,p)(G,4is(FGJ) 
A : (FG)&o(FG)&z = F&~,GE~F&~G&~ - FE,,F&~GE,,G&~ 
c-v_ F&yG&1= (FG)E~ 
and w is a reduction isomorphism (permutation). Then .I2 s .I;. The isomorphism 
sends (F, 0) to (F, p) with ~1 : F&OF&2 z FE~F& rF&zfi’Ei = Fd3F&* -% F&l where v is a 
reduction isomorphism (permute and cancel). Inversely (F, p ) pairs off with (F, 0) if 
8 : FE~F*&~F&~: F&,,F&zF*&I = FE~F*&I AI 
where n’ is a reduction isomorphism (permutation), and so is ac = aFat. 
This isomorphism J2+ J: carries the map Pic(S2)+ J2 into Pic(S2)+Jl defined 
by P-, (I%, pp) with 
la 1 
pp : P~&oPsE* = P&o&oP*E*&*P&o&2P*&~&2 - P oEoP*&*&2 = P&o&,P*&I&I = P&&1 
where a is just rhe reduction isomorphism cyp *e,Eo (recall EIEO = ~0~2). 
The isomorphism J”+& carries J*+ U(S4) into JI+ U(S4) and the kernel of 
this map is the set of isomorphism classes of (F9 p) that make the following diagram 
commute: 
FE&=&E#‘E~E~ = FE&,FE~~TOFEZEZ = F&I ~oF&2&2 = FE&%~E~ 
I 
1 *P&3 CC&z 
I 
BeI 
FE~EOFE~B~= F~TOE~FE~EI - Fern = &E~. 
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The proof is a rather straightforward succession of applications of th 
and Coherence Theorems, 3.15 and 3.18. Details are availabk on 
second author.* 
5. The map of the Brauer group to Hz(J) 
Definition 5.1. Let R + S be a homomorphism of
tive) Brauer group B(S/R) is the subgroup of the 
[3]) consisting of those algebra classes that are sp 
For our purposes, there is a slightly more conv 
group. We say an R-algebra E is split if the 
(The usual definition is E s End,@) for some tritely 
tive R-module P; but this is the same thing, by the Me 
generally, consider Azumaya R -algebras A sum h th 
fact, if S is faithfully flat over R the Azumaya 
hypothesis.) Declare two algebras to be equivale 
from one to the other. The equivalence classes, 
form a group, which is B(S/R). 
This differs from the usual definition only in the eq 
usually taken to be Brauer equivalence: A - B when A @ 
split algebras E, and EZ. But for Azumaya algebras, these t 
same: Since split algebras are Morita-equivalent toR, Brau 
string of Morita equivalences, from A to A mEI, to I3 
is Morita equivalent to R, then B” s End,, P for some finitely 
projective A-module P. Since A has these same properties 8s 
P. Then from A +EndR P and [3, Theorem 3.31 
A @End* P = A @B”. Thus A @B” is Brauer equivale 
equivalent to B. See also [6, Lemma I.l]. 
Theorem 5.2. There is a homomorphism B(S/R)+ W”(J). tfS 
R, it is a monomotphism. It is an isomorphism if S is also 
there is an S-module which is finitely generated, faithful and p 
Proof. Let A be an Azumaya algebra split by S a 
to A @S, that is, F is an object in MEs(S, A 
the isomorphism class of the pair (F6, pp), whi&h will be an 
determine an element of H2(J). The definitions of IG and 
the same as the earlier definitions 4.1 and 4.16 when F was in 
The two homomorphisms go, el : S -+ S* give 
* See footnote p. 21. 
MESz(S2, A @St). We define F6 to be FE~(F&~)* OK FtzaF*~ which is the same; it is 
in ME(S*). 
Then the isomo~hism pan from R&F&z2 to F&, is defined as follows. 
First, by identities (3.10) and (2.1), FS~oFtk2 = 67~o~o~sI~ ~h~o&~FqEf = 
.F&o~IP;IEo~fF~o~2f;l~1~r. This maps by la!fc,,etl o FE&%~E~‘= FSE*. we now need 
to show: 
(1) The isomorphism class of (FS, pF) is in Ker [.?i+ V(S”)], that is, the square 
in 416 ~ommutes~ with F there replaced by F& Thus (F6, pF9 determines an 
element of H’(J). 
(2) The element of IM*(J) in (;) is independent of F and depends only on the 
Azumaya algebra A. ‘That is, for every F and G in MEs (S9 A @S), 
(F& PF) s (Pit, &(GS, po) for some P in ME(S). 
(3) The i~morph~ ;m cIass of (FS, cup) depends only on the Brauer class (or 
Morita equivalence dass) of A. This will give a single-vahted map of B(S/R) to 
H*(J). 
(4) The map in (3) is a homomorphism. 
(5) The map in (3) is a monomorphism if S is faithfully flat over R, 
(6) The map is an ~pim~rphism if S is faithfully flat and isotrivial. 
For (I), we are to &QW ~ommutativity of 
w%- ’ 
F&&,F~E~E~F~E~E~ - F&,E~F~E~E~ 
i 
b-E, I 
We write out F&p,., = 
follows - 
I 44FE2 
- FSEle2. PI= I 
F~o~p~qF~l~p~ 1;, use the indentities (2.1) and abbreviate as 
X = FEVERED = FEVERED = FE~E~E* = FE~E~Q 
Y = FEVERED= etc. 
+- Z = Fettzreo= etc. 
Recalling that pF = la F81r0. 1, we are to show commutativity of
-g(y* yzz*x* 1ay-13, xsJz*p 




and this is just (3.8). 
‘%a+ 
For the proof of (2), first suppose there is an isomorphis 
@ = jEa. &I’ carries FS to GS and by 3.10(d) and 3.8, one checks that the 
(&, . @at @et) carries PF to po, proving (F& pF) = (G8, p. 
of (2), let P = FG *, an object in MEs (S, S). Then laa* is an 
to F, so (PGS, pm) = (F&, pF). Therefore it sufkes to show (( 
(~~,~~)(G~, pa)= (PSGS, cc) with ~1 as in 4.1. 
PQG~~GE t PCE ‘: --) PGGS by a reduction isomorphism, n, 
Pco, GS and Pe 7 which are all in ME(S’). The fact that n gives an i 
the pair ((PG)S, pm) with (P&G& p) requires a commutative 
the left, p on the right, rr&07r&2 on top and wgt on the bottom. 
into a reduction isomorphism followed by an cw, the required 
two squares, one commuting by the Coherence Theorem 3.18 and the 
naturality of reduction isomorphisms, 3.15. 
For (3), let L be a Morita equivalence of A and I3 over R, Then 3X 
?dorita equivalence LE from A @S to B @S. If FE ME&, 
F. LE E MEs(S, B @S). By (Z), the image of B in N”(J) is 
((F. L&)6, p &. It suffices to show this pair is isomorphic to ( 
L~q,q are equal, and if Q[ is the usual reduction Lq,qLtz 
provides the required isomorphism. The proof is straightforward 
and 3.8. 
For (4), suppose A and B are Azumaya R-algebra., split by S and let 
F E MEs (S, A QP S) and G E MEs (S, B @S). We construct a Morita equivaien~ 
G, FT from S to A QP B dp S in a momeitt and show ((G. F7)& h ~0. 
(FS, pF)(GS, pa), proving that the image of A @ B in H’(J) is t product of th 
images of A and of B. 
We let 7 be the usual ring homomorphism S + I3 @ S. As remarked in 3.12, th 
fact that B @S is noncommutative does not prevent our defining a functor 
Hence G. FT is a Morita equivalence from S to A QD B QP S (forget hat 
B @S ; over S is good enough for this). 
By (2), G. FT is adequate for computing the image of A @B in W”(J). 
prove 
with p as described in 4.16. The proof is essentially stra~ghtfo~ard~ 
extending some of the apoaratus of Section 3 to cover this new constant 
proof of 3.13 extends that proposition to statements such as F7ca= Fell 
(G F7)b: = GEORGE ‘:. An extension of the permutation i~rno~hi 
3 (the more general reduction isomorphisms need not be extende 
isomorphism ~7 : GENT + FSG sing the fact that F&s 
required isomorphism (G F7)S + 
of pairs (carries p GF7 to F) needs a simple extension of som 
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and coherence 3.16 to this CT and to combinations ofa with bona fide permutations 
. from Section 3.The final proof of commutativity of the required iagram is tedious 
but uot difficult.* 
For the monomorphism proof (S), we consider an Azumaya lgebra A split by S, 
a Morita equivalence F from S to A @S, and the isomorphism class of (FS, pF) in 
1;. We assume this maps to the identity in H”(J), so that (F8, pF) = (PS, clp) for 
some P in ME(S), But then P’F is also in MEs(S, A @S) and will serve as well to 
compute the image of A in H’(J). And ((P*F)(s, pp+ (FS, &(P*, pp.) [e.g., 
from the homomorphism proof (4) with I3 @S = S and 7 = id] = 
(Fa, PF) (Pa, fip)-’ s I, 1). Hence, without loss of generality we can assume 
(FS, pF) s (I, l), that is, we postulate an isomorphism 0 : F6 --+ I with the property 
8&u. 082 ‘2 pF * 68, 011 (F&o) (F&4. Just as we eliminated *‘s by converting from J2 
to J{ in 4.16, we cap, eliminate the remaining *‘s (implicit in 8) in this condition on 
R We define (9 : IT .()+ FE I from 8 by the equality 
8 1= (a&*Q : (FE~)(FE,*)(FEI)--,FEI. 
The hypothesis t&t& = (FLFo 8er then translates to a descent condition on Q. 
Specifically, we- prove the following diagram commutes where X = F&o&O = FG~B,, 
Y = FE,E~= F&o&z, Z = FE,&, = F&,&2, SO that &,:XY*+I, 9~~: YZ*+I, 
9&* : XZ” + I. 
The top triangle commutes by definition of Q. The lower left triangle commutes 
because it is part of the following diagram whose top arrow is 12cwz or lacz.l (they 
are equal by 3.lOf); the square commutes by 3.8, and the upper triangle is just the 
result of applying E~ to the definition of c;s. 
* See footnote p. 21. 
The lower right triangle commutes for a similar tea 
triangle also commutes. Multiplying by Z and appl 
An algebra class {A} in the kernel of B(S/R)-, tf 
and an isomorphism 
Q : Fe,,-,F& 
such that 
(Q&o)~(QE~) = Q&I 
from Ftwo to FeIeo= Feoe2 to Felez = Fc,s,. 
This is just the ordinary condition that should allow descent from F in 
MEs (A, A @ S) to an object G in MER (R, A). Such descent would show A 
Morita-equivalent, hence Brauer-equivalent to R, and so {A} is the identity class in 
B(S/R). To implement his descent argument we couI rework the theory of 
faithfully flat descent to apply to our Morita equivalence. However, we prefer here 
to refer to the existing theory of descent for modules, [IO] or [12]. 
We let E denote the (A @ S)-module SF’ (here F’ is the first component of F; it 
is a category equivalence Mod S + Mod(A @S)). Then E is finitely generated, 
projective and faithful over S and A @S = EndsE. We have 3%module 
isomorphisms 
S2(F’eo)= S*@,@sE = S@E 
and cp’: F&-) F’E~ induces an S2-isomorphism 
t#kS@E+E@S. 
Note that it is in fact an (A @S*)-isomorphism. Similarly there 
S3-isomorphisms (in fact (A @ S3)-isomorphisms) 
S3(F’m,)= S3@,qp,ms E = S@S@E 
S’(F’&, co) = S3@,,s,,E=S@E@S 
S3(F’E,sl)~S3~s~,~,E~EQDS~S. 
are 
The map S@S@E + S @I E @S induced by QE,: FE~&~-+ Fzwo is just e. = 1 ; 
and 4pe2 induces q2 = @ QD 1; and APEX induces the third “extension” & of & as in 
descent theory. The hypothesis (~PE~)o(~E~) = 4pcI asserts 1(100J12 = Ifi*. Since is 
faithfully flat, this gives an R-module D and o” 2 S-isomorphism D QP S = E which 
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also shows D to be finitely generated, faithful and projective. Specifically, D is 
defined as Ker(E s E QD S), where one arrow is defined for e in E by e + e ~9 1, 
and the other is e --+ (1 QD e)#. Since both these arrows are also A -homomorphisms, 
D is an A -module. There result ring homomorphisms A + EndRD, so 
A @S -+ (EndR D)@ S = Ends (D @S) = EndsE. The latter composite is just the 
result of the original operation of A QD S on E, and is an isomorphism by 
hypothesis. Hence A +EndRD extends to an isomorphism 
A QD S --) (EndR D)@ S. By faithful flatness again, A + EndR D is an isomorphism, 
proving the class of rA is the unit class in B(S/R). 
To prove epimorph%sm, (6) we are given a pair (G, ~1) satisfying (4.16) and are to 
produce an Azumaya R-algebra A, a Morita equivalence F in MEs (S, A @S) such 
that the pair (I%, pp 1 is isomorphic to (G, P)~ Actually, our construction gives 
(P& PF) = (0, I$’ which is equally good. A sketch of the proof is probably more 
easily exposited in t arms of modules though the detailed proof follows the same 
steps but in the con rext of Morita equivalences.* Suppose G is described by the 
invertible St-modulie P (the first component of G is naturally equivalent to . as2 P). 
The hypothesis of tlbis epimorphism proof envisions an S-module &# w?Cch, as an 
R-module, is faithfully projective. We begin by constructing a module 
where we arc using notations like Me0 to mean S2@s M with S2 an S-module via 
the ring homomorph;sm E o: S --) S2; when applied to invertible modules or 
bi-modules, this operation is a translation of the scalar extension of Morita 
equivalences (3,12). 
It is clear how L would be an S2-module; but we choose instead to think of it as 
an S-module via the homomorphism cl.l S + S* so that the S that acts on L acts on 
P, not on M. Then L is faithfully projective over S because M is faithfully 
projective over R (so Me0 is also over S); and P is faithfully projective over S2. 
The isomorphism p : GeoGe2+ GsI translates to an isomorphism 
PE*@ PEG+ Pgl and hence PE&(PE~@ M’)-, PC, @ M’ with M’ = Meoeo = MENSA 
and all tensor products over S3+ Reducing these S3-modules down to S2-modules 
via the homomorphism e2: S2 + S3 we notice that PQ @M’ is Lq for 4 = 0,l and 
the last S3-isomorphism bec,,mes an S2-isomorphism 
ms2 L&o-, L&1. 
Next, write B = EndsL, a split Azumaya S-algebra. Then B&q = Ends2(Leq) for 
4 = 0,l and the isomorphism above (since P is invertible and Ends2P = S2) gives 
an &morphism 
8 : B&o-, B&1. 
We are also given that (G, p) makes the square in 4.16 commute (with F there 
* See footmite p. 21. 
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replaced by G here). This translates, with some labor, to the statement hat 8 is a 
descent datum. Hence, by faithfully flat descent, we get an R-algebra A and an 
isomorphism A @S = B. Then A is automatically an Azumaya algebra because B 
is, over S, and S is faithfully flat over R. As usual l @s L is a category equivalence 
from S-modules to B-(or A @IS)-) modules, so we have the first component of a 
Morita equivalence F from S to A @S. The other three components of I;? are built 
in the standard way (e.g. [15, Theorem IV.7.2, p. 981). Long calculation then shows 
(F, pF)(G, p) = (II 1) as required for epimorphism. 
6. Exact couples from composite functors 
In this section we derive the long exact seqtpence (4.14) in a different way, as a 
sequence of composites of derived’functors. ‘Inis infinite sequence is not obviously 
deducible from the ordinary spectral sequence associated with a composite of 
functors [9]. I-Iowever, in the situation envisioned by Grothendieck, there is always 
an exact couple in the sense of Massey [16], which induces a spectral sequence in 
the usual way, which is Grothendieck’s spectral sequence; and the first exact 
sequence in one such exact couple is the long exact sequence we seek. 
We are indebted to H.F. Kreimer for this sequence of ideas and proofs. 
Theorem 6.1. Let @ : d -3 9B and r : 93 + % be functors, where .PI? and 39 are 
abelian categories and & has enough injectives ; furthermore, suppose @ and r are left 
exact and Qi carries injective into injectives or at least (A@)& = 0 for all p > 0 (we 
use &, to denote the pth right derived functor of r). Let A be any object in J& 
be an injective resolution of A in J& and 
C4 = Ker (E@ --) E,,@). 
Then there is an exact couple D ---) D with 
E P,4 = (A@$)&, if p 2 0 and q 2 0; 0 otherwise ; 
cq-lrp+l ifpH,qN 
D P*9 = Avn?+P if P G--l,q+psO 
0 otherwise 
and with mappings *D of bidegree (- 1,l); -+ E of bidegree (1, - 1); E + 
of bidegree (1,O). -That is, for each q = 0, 1, . . . , there is a long exact sequence 
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03Cqr,3A(Q)rlq+13(A~~+,)r~*.* 
In particular, for q = 0, where Co = A@, 
(6, la) o-,A~r,-+Ag~r),-,A~,r-,A~r~-,c,r,-, 
+A~,r,+AQir3-+C,rz-+... 
and, for q = 1, 
(6.lb) o-,c,r,-,A(~r)z-,A92r-,=~*. 
(This I!& is the E2-#erm of the associated spectral sequence, D+, is the limit of the 
spectral sequence. Che E3, E4,. . . in the spectral sequence of course are the E’s in 
the successive deri\led couples, but we have no need of them.) 
Proof. We have a complex 
of injective objects in a. We write the usual short exact sequences connecting 
cycles, boundaries and homology: .& 
(6 2) . o-,c,pE,@+B,+,+o, qao 
Apply r to (6.2) and use the fact that (E,Qz)r, = 0 for p > 0. We get an exact 
sequence 
and isomorphisms 
(6 9 . Bq+,rp + cqrp+, forpal, 430. 
Now apply r to (6.3) to get an exact sequence 
We can almost convert this to an exact couple by using (6.5) to get 
Only the first two terms do not yet fit. We have a commutative diagram 
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in which the first column is from (6.4) and the second column is just the definition of 
W as the cokernel of the composite EqW+ B,+J=+ cq+Ja A little diagram- 
chasing shows that the exactness of the first of the long exact sequences (middle 
row) implies the exactness of the second. Finally, we can identify W with 
A(W),,,, thus: cb+l= Ker(E,,,@ + E,+#) and, by the left exactness of P, 
Cq+,r = Ker(E,+,@r-, Eq+#DQ, so Coker (Eq@F+ C,+J) is just the (9 + I)_ 
homology of the complex l . l --, E,W + Eq+, Qir + l l l . This proves 6.1 l
The context in which we apply 6.1 involves sheaves on two sites (Grothendieck 
topologies): 
If R -+ S is a homomorplhism of commutative rings, define an associated site 9 
as follows: 
The category (of “open sets”) Cat 9’ consists of objects R = So, S = S’, 
S&S = s*, S&S@RS = sj,... as in Section 2; and morphisms are just compo- 
sites of the faces and degeneracies defined in Section 2 (the basic map e : R --, S is 
to be included among the faces, and so are all identity maps). A covering is any 
composite of faces. 
The larger site’ F may be any site containing 9 for the purposes of the long 
exact sequence 6.11. But to interpret the homology groups there and to compare 
with the long exact sequence 4.14, 9 will have to be more restricted, as specified in 
6.12. For example, the faithfully flat, &tale topology is a good one for afl our 
purposes. 
The categories to which we apply the results of 6.1 are the following: 
~8 is the category of sheaves on 9 
3 is the category of sheaves on 9’ 
% is the category of abelian groups. 
[That is, an object A in .& is a functor from Cat 9 to abelian groups satisfying 
this condition: for every covering X-, Y in F, 
o*A(X)-*A(Y)sA(Y&Y) 
is exact. A morphism of she:aves i just a natural transformation of such functors. 
For example, U, the functor associating to each ring its group of units, is such 
sheaf on F (and on 9, for t:hat matter). The other functors mentioned in Section 2., 
‘Pit and the Amitsur+%ohomoIogy H”( l /R, U) do not satisfy the exactness 
condition and are not sheaves. We elaborate on this in 6.6.) 
The functors required in 6.1 will be the following: 
@ : .d + 93 is the “direct image” or restriction: if A is a sheaf on 9 then A 
restricted to 9’ is a sheaf on 9, and we wiII call it A@. 
r : B --) C is the “global cross-section” functor: For each functor (sheaf) B in 
Br means B(R). 
Both Q, and r are left exact. We compute their right derived functors now. 
The condition that a functor (from rings S” to abelian groups) be a sheaf on (4p 
is exactly this: the homomorphism (2.2) B(X)+ I#‘( Y/X, 5) is an isomorphism for 
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every covering Y of X. One point of 2.4 is that this is automatic except for X = R ; 
and 2.5 says that it needs to be checked only for Y = S. We summarize this in 6.6 
and add an extension which follows finally from 2.4 and 2.5. 
Lemma 6,d. A functor B from1 Cat 9 to abelian groups is a sheaf on 9 if and 
(2 2) l B(R)+ HO(S/R, B) 
an isomophism. 
Even if this is not an isomorphism, construct D function B* which equals B on a21 
objects and maps in CM 9 except that B*(R) is defined to be H’(S /R, B); and the 
mapR-*Snistoindu~*ethemapB*(R)=Ho(S~R,B)-,N’(Sn/R,B)CB(S”)= 
B*(F) where the arrol Y is &scribed in 2.5. 7%cn B’ is a sheaf on 9. Every natural 
transformation from 199 -to a sheaf on 9 factors through B? (B* is the “sheafification 
of the presheaf B”.) 
Both & and 3 ares abelian categories with enough injectives, and the restriction 
Q, carries injectives to injectives. The following property of injective sheaves is 
well-known: 
Lemma 6.7. If E is an inject& s;heaf on a topokqy (either SPor 9) and X --, Y is a 
covering in that topobgy, then 
Hr(Y/X,E)=O fotallp>O. 
Remark. If E is a sheaf on T, we should write Hp(Y/X, E@) instead of 
Hp( Y/X, E), but it is common to omit the restriction functor @ ; in either case, the 
meaning is Amitsur cohomology. 
Proof. See Artin [2,1.3.2 and II.M(ii)]. The second Artin item says that E is also 
injective in the category 9 of rit# functors Cat TJ, Ab if E is injective in the 
category of sheaves on !T. The first item says that HP( Y/X, 0) is a derived functor 
on Sp (of the functor H’(Y/X, * )) and hence vanishes on the injective E. 
Lemma 6.8. Thepth rightd&ivedfunctor~pofI’is HP(S/R$), i.e. forevery B insB, 
BTp = HP(S/R, B). 
Proof. r,r ,,... and H’(S/R,*), H’(S/R, l ), . . . are two connected sequences of 
functors; Brp = 0 when B is injective since rp is a derived functor; and 
HP(S/R, B) = 0 when B is injective by 6.7. Hence the isomorphism (2.2) 
Br-, H’(S/R, B) extends to isomorphisms BI”’ + HP(S/R, B). 
The derived functors of are celmputed in Artin 12, 11.4.7, crux in 1X.2.31. His 
notation is f’ for our e9 for )4, This is best described in several steps, First, 
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for any ring X in Cat 9, consider A (X) as a (“cross-section”-) functor from Sp to 
abelian groups; if X = R, we have exactly the global cross section functor r. We use 
H’(X, A) for the qtlh derived functor, the homology of 
Eq-I(.X)+ E,(X)+ E,+,(X) where O+ A + Eo+ El+ l l l is an injective resoiu- 
tion’ of A in &. 
This H9(.X, A), the “ordinary cohomology”, is to be distinguished from the tech 
or Amitsur cohomology Hq’( Y/X, A), though it is known that for q = 1, 
H’(X, A) s limv H’( Y/X, A). 
Next fix 14 and q and consider H9(X, A ) as a functor of X, a functor on Cat 
Tiestrict to Cat 9, getting a functor H9 (X, A ) for X = S”, n = 0, I,. . . . Finally, 
take the associated sheaf on 5?, that is by 6.6 replace H9(R,A) by 
H’(S /R, H9(. , A)), leaving adI other H9(X, A b alone. 
Lemma 6.9. The qth derived functor Qi;l of @ is given by 
(A$)(S”) = H9(Sn, A) (n ’ O), 
(AQi,)(R) = H’(S/R, H9(. , A)). 
Lastly, we need the derived functors of H. Since A (@r) = A (R), these derived 
functors are exactly the ordinary cohomology. 
Lemma 6.10. A(W), = H9(R, A). 
Now we write the special case of 6.la, using 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10, with A = U, the 
units functor. 
Theorem 6.11. There is an exact sequence 
O_, H’(S/R, U)+ H”(R, U)+ H’(SIR, H’( l 3 u))+ 
+ H’(SlR, u)+ H’(S/R, C)-, H’(SIR, H’( l 9 u))+ l l l 
-_) H”(S/R, u)+ Hn-l(S/R, C)+ Hn-‘(SIR H’( l 3 u))-, l l l 
when S is a commutative R-algebra, where U is the units functor and C is the 
cokernef of the embedding of thle sheaf U (on the topology !F), into an injective sheaf. 
We have made only two slight changes from a literal translation of 6.la, both 
essentially applications of the Remark after 6.7. We have written HP(S/R, U) for 
HP(S/R, U@). And, similarly, we have written C for C@; the latter, since @ is left 
exact, is Ker(E& + El@) = C,. 
We now restrict the topology 3. First, we shall assume that the category Cat 9 
consists .of R-algebras, and that all coverings are faithfr?lly flat. This has two 
immediate consequences: Since R --) S is a covering in 3’, hence in 5, we are now 
assuming that S is faithfully flat over R. Furthermore, for every covering X in T we 
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by faithfully flat descent, H”(X, U) a JiI& H’( Y/X, U) = 
; the limit is taken cwer the coverings Y of X, and Pic( Y/X) 
enough coverings to split every element of Pit X, 
this monomorphism H’(X, V)-, Pit X is an 
it sufRces that y contain al1 Zariski coverings. 
-algebra, faithfuUy @at as an R +noduk, and 
Uym and has enough cove&p to @it every 
the restrictiims imposed immediately above), then 
a~ isommphdc. TUat is, there is an isomorphism 
44) making ti following comnu@: 
H”(SjR, 1./)-, H*-‘(SIR, C)+ H”“‘(SjR, H’( l , U))- H*+‘(S jR, U) 
H”(SjR, 2) 4 H”(I)) + H”*‘(SjR, Pit) --) H”+‘(WR, u). 
e extreme vertic4 a are identities, and the remaining one is induced by 
H’( l , U)-* Pit. 
o produce the map H”“(SjR, C)-* H”(J) and prove 
the diagram commutes; the Five Lemma will show this map is an isomorphism. We 
content ourselves here with the definition of the map’. 
Let c E C(S”). We construct an elicment of Pic(S”) thus: The exact sequence of 
04 U-+ E,-, C-+0 &fining C does not give an element of E,-,(S”) 
mapping on c, but rather a covering S” -tX and an element x in Eo(X)mapping on 
the image of c in C(X). In the following diagram with X2 denoting X B~~X, label 
all vertical maps A and all horizontal maps 6, 
efinltion of n as an element of O-‘(AC), 
that LI defines an element of 
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H’(X/S”, U) hence, by descent, an element of Pit S”. In fact, it gives more than an 
isomorphism class; it gives an object F in ME(S”). 
If the original c in C(F) was a cocycle, representing an element of 
H”-‘(S/R, C), then, using similar diagrams over S”+’ and Sn+2, we can prove that F 
is also a cocyle, and in fact, we get an explicit isomorphism p : F6 + I. The pair 
(F, p) is then proved to represent an element of H”(J). 
Theorem 6.11 flowed from the zero-th long exact sequence of an exact couple, 
6.la. Lemmas 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 can also translate the other sequences of the exact 
couple ((6.lb) etc., corresponding to 4 = 1,2,. . . ), and lead to some interesting 
exact sequences: 
O-, H’(S/R, Cg)+ H9+‘(R, U)+ H*(S/R, H9+‘( l , U))-, 
(6.13) + H2(SfR, C9)-+ H’(S/R, c4+,)+ H’(SIR, H’+‘( l 3 u))-* l ’ ’ 
_+ H”(S/R, C9)+ H”-l(S/R, c4+1)3 H”-‘(SIR, H’+‘( ’ 9 u))+ l 
l 
Theorem 6.14. If the topology 3 satisfies the restriction before 6.12, and if H2( l , LJ) 
denotes the second Grothendieck cohomology in this topology, with coefficients in the 
units sheaf, U, then 
H2(J) = Ker[ H2(R, U)+ U2(S, U)]. 
Moreover, 
lim H’(J)= H2(R, U) 
where the limit is taken over all coverings S of R in 3. 
Proof. me first statement follows from the first three terms of 6.13 with 4 = 1, 
using H’(S, R, C,) = H2(J) from 6.12 and the fact that 
H”(S/.R, H2( l , U)) = Ker[H2(S, U)-* H3S2, u)] C H2(SY u). 
The second statement follows by taking the direct limit of 6.12 and using 
lim H*(S/R, H9+‘(. , U)) = 0 which is [2, 11.2.51. 
The monomorphism B(S/R)-* H2(J) in 5.2, composed with this isomorphism 
gives the well-known monomorphism B(S/R)+ H2(R, U). If the site 9 has 
enough coverings of R to split all Azumaya R-algebras, that is, if the full Brauer 
group B(R) is the limit (union) of all B(S/R) as S ranges over the coverings of R 
(e.g., the etale, faithfully flat, finitely presented topology satisfies all our restric- 
tions) then we get the well-known monomorphism B(R)+ H2(R, U). 
If, besides, every covering of R has a covering which is isotrivial over R, then 5.2 
asserts that B(R)+ H2(R, U) is an isomorphism. 
We conclude with some remarks on H”(J) when n = 3 or more. 
The “Teichmiiller cocycle” is a homomorphism H*(G, Br(S))+ H’(G, U(S)) 
defined when R is G field and S is a C;;aloia extension of R with group G. Since 
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W(G, F(S)) a H”(S/R, F) for functors F like Br and U, Teichmiiller had a map 
H”(S/R;Br)-, H”(S/R, V). Knus has recently pointed out that this map is 
sometimes defined in the non=Galois case, and, as pointed out earlier by Childs [7], 
it really goes, not to W(S/R, U) but to’ a group which is our Efs(J) (which is 
isomorphic to H3(SJR, U) in special cases, when Pit’s vanish; see 4.14). In fact, this 
Teichmiillea docycle is always available if S is faithfully flat over R ; it is essentially 
. the fourth arrow in 6.13: From Br+ H2( l , U) and 6.13 with q = 1, we have 
#(S/R, Br)+ H’(S/R, H2( 1, U))-, H’(J). We shall return to this and its relation 
to H’(R, U) in a later paper. 
If we take direct Emits in 6.13. for general q, the first three terms give 
lim H’(Sj R, Cq) s Hq”(R, H). 
This is no surprise sir-c; the limit is the Tech l-cohomology which is known to equal 
the ordinary l-cohonology H’(R, Co), which in turn is Hq”(R, U) because Cq is 
the 4th kernel is an injective resolution of the sheaf U. However, using this 
isomdrphism the remaining parts of the exact sequences have some miscellaneous 
interest: 
If we write fin (R, l ) for lim H n (S/R, l ), then for q = 0 we get an exact sequence 
O-, &‘(R, U)-, H*(R, W)-, I*i’(R, Pit)+ l 8 l 
O-, k*(R, U)-, H2(R, U)+ R’(R, Pit)-, 9 l 9 
+ I?“(R, U)-+ lim H”(J)+ RI-‘(R, Pit)+ l l l . 
For q = 1, 
O- lim H3(J)+ H’(R, I.J)+ k’(R, fi*( l , U))+ 
--, lim H’(J)+ H4(R, U), 
Actually the last arrow is a composite of lim H’(J)+ H2(R, C2) and the 
monrmorphism H’(R, C2)-, H’(R, U) at the beginning of lim 6.13 for (I = 2. 
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